Indicators of agricultural intensity and intensification: a review of the literature
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Abstract

Since the 1960s, research has dealt with agricultural intensification (AI) as a solution to ensure global food security. Recently, sustainable intensification (SI) has increasingly been used to describe those agricultural and farming systems that ensure adequate ecosystem service provision. Studies differ in terms of the application scales and methodologies, thus we aim to summarize the findings from the literature on how AI and SI are assessed, from the farm to global levels. Our literature review is based on 7865 papers selected from the Web of Science database and analysed using CoText software. A further selection of 165 relevant papers was used for an in-depth full-text analysis on: i) farming systems studied; ii) related ecosystem services; iii) indicators of intensity; and iv) temporal and spatial scales of analysis. Through this two-step analysis we were able to highlight three main research gaps in the AI research indicators. Firstly, the farming systems analysed for assessing AI are often quite simplified or monoculture-oriented, and they do not take the diversity and complex organisation of farming systems into account. Secondly, these studies mainly focus on northern countries or developing countries, whereas there is a gap of knowledge in Mediterranean areas, which are the areas with a high complexity of farming systems and diversity in ecosystem services. Finally, AI is mostly assessed through nitrogen inputs and economic yield, which are used the most both at very local and global levels. Intermediate regional or local levels, which are relevant for policy implementation and local planning, are often neglected.

Introduction

Since the escalation of agricultural commodity prices, agricultural intensification (AI) has increased its importance due to the debate on global food security (Buckwell, 2014). This debate started in the 1960s, when Boserup (1965) used intensification to explain higher levels of agricultural productivity associated with higher population densities in agriculture. Turner and Doolittle (1978) defined AI as the amount of output per unit area and per unit time. However, noting that output data were scarce, they developed a proxy scale of AI based on two input variables: frequency of cropping and the use of agricultural technology.

Since then, several authors have exploited this theory together with others, and the terminology has been modified over the years often becoming quite ambiguous. Likewise, some publications have attempted to clarify the difference between agricultural intensification and intensity (Shriar, 2000; Kleijn et al., 2009; Dietrich et al., 2012) however they are still often used indifferently. We believe that there is no univocal definition for the different terms used, such as agricultural intensity, land use intensity (LUI) or AI, and therefore we begin by trying to differentiate between them.

In general, agricultural intensity is defined as the ratio of inputs and outputs within an agricultural system, i.e., in terms of yield per land area and per input unit (Turner and Doolittle, 1978; Shriar, 2000, 2006; Herzog et al., 2006) or alternatively as the sum of different categories of input costs and the total usable agricultural area of the farm (Teillard et al., 2012). Therefore either output-oriented (production) or input-oriented (utilisation) measures can be used to describe agricultural intensity.

Many studies tackling the environmental impacts of agricultural intensity have focused on a single component, such as nitrogen input (Kleijn et al., 2009; Fumagalli et al., 2011; Temme and Verburg, 2011; Overmars et al., 2014) or pesticides (Geiger et al., 2010; Jepson et al., 2013; Niedertscheider and Erb, 2014) or the relative amount of arable fields (Schneider et al., 2011; Tuck et al., 2014). In regional studies, land use intensity is referred to the area required to produce one unit of output or the yield per time and area unit (Lambin et al., 2000). In dynamic terms, we also found explicit definitions for the term AI or LUI changes (i.e., intensification) as the resulting process of land use changes over time or the changes in yields and land productivity (Shriar, 2005). In fact, recently all approaches have been spatially-explicit and based on the analysis of the changes in land uses (Lambin et al., 2000). Main results of these works confirmed that most of land use changes in Europe occurred along gradients of management intensity (Rounsevell et al., 2003;
Ewert et al., 2005; Foley, 2005; Rounsevell et al., 2006; Kleijn et al., 2009; Renting et al., 2009; Foley et al., 2011; Lambin and Meyfroidt, 2011; Erb, 2012; Rounsevell et al., 2012; Allan et al., 2014). Likewise, intensification is usually measured as a resulting process from land changes (e.g., abandonment, fragmentation or urban sprawl) and conversely, intensity and intensification affect land use changes through different pathways as the land pressure in terms of profitability. In other words, AI can be related to land scarcity or to its high cost, where land is available, combined with the supply of ecosystem services (Byerlee et al., 2014).

This has also triggered others assumptions, such as defining intensification as the replacement of heterogeneity in habitat structure, in time and space, with homogeneity (Benton et al., 2003). Tscharntke et al. (2005) defined it as the conversion of complex natural ecosystems into simplified managed ecosystems with a high resource use and a generally higher input and output.

In addition to defining AI or LUI, it is also necessary to create an application framework for the concept, as well as to analyse how it should be measured, and which indicators should be used and under what conditions. In fact, identifying the degree of intensification may also increase the knowledge of the impact of land use change on ecosystem services across different landscapes.

Unlike a natural system, a system managed through intensification is able to produce abundant food, however reducing other ecosystem services (Foley, 2005), would thus be important in understanding how ecosystems are altered by agricultural intensification (Matson, 1997; Snapp et al., 2010). Indeed, there is a general agreement on the idea that AI reduces the quantity and quality of the services that ecosystems provide, including the loss of biodiversity (Allan et al., 2014; Egorov et al., 2014; Overmars et al., 2014; Tuck et al., 2014) and the water and soil quality (Foley, 2005; Staote et al., 2009; Snapp et al., 2010; Zhang et al., 2012; Tittonell and Giller, 2013; Williams and Hedlund, 2014). Therefore, an overall vision that includes all the indicators in the literature, thus increasing the empirical basis, is a pertinent and realistic tool to measure agricultural performance and monitor progress in order to produce detailed knowledge of the intensity of agricultural land use (Erb et al., 2009; Tanno and Verburg, 2011; Rounsevell et al., 2012).

In this study, AI is measured as a result of farming practices at any given time based on indicators and proxies. The review will therefore answer the following two research questions: What are the effects of AI and how are they measured? Which agricultural land uses and systems are linked to AI?

In order to consider the various ways of measuring the AI/LUI as well as the approaches and aims, a bibliometric analysis was carried out to place both these topics in the relevant scientific contexts (e.g., land use science, food planning and ecosystem services) and to make an analysis on a farmland to global scale. A subsequent qualitative and statistical analysis on the full texts of selected papers highlighted the interactions among variables indirectly related to AI to identify major research gaps and recommendations. In order to systematically review the obtained papers’ database and highlight their main relevant concepts, we applied an analysis grid containing the following criteria: i) the main declared topic related to AI research; ii) the literature definition used for identifying AI concept; iii) the methods applied to evaluate AI.

### Materials and methods

This paper involves two main steps. Research papers were selected in both steps according to the PRISMA (preferred reporting items for systematic reviews and meta-analysis) flowchart (Figure 1) (Liberati et al., 2009).

In the first step, we provided an overview of how the concept of AI has been used in the literature. We reviewed international studies on AI from the first publications in 1975 until now, and from the international bibliographic database Web of Science (WoS). The papers obtained were analysed using the bibliometric software CorText (Tancoigne et al., 2014). CorText is a platform dedicated to the cleaning and treatment of large textual corpses with the aim of synthesising and analysing big data, whether structured or unstructured (IFRIS, 2014).

In the second step, starting from the whole database and also considering different bibliographic databases (Scopus, WoS and Google Scholar), we selected various relevant papers. The full texts of these papers were then analysed in depth in order to answer our research questions.

### Bibliometric analysis

The bibliometric analysis was performed using the CorText software (IFRIS, 2014), which enabled us to upload data sets and run the different analytical process in order to perform lexical analysis and mapping the structure and the dynamics of the corpus. The common procedure is specified as follows: i) calculation of the frequency of occurrence of each term; ii) normalisation of these occurrence and co-occurrence measurements as proximity measurements to link the nodes (Tancoigne et al., 2014). CorText manager recommends choosing direct measures for heterogeneous network like chi-squared test, which only takes into account the raw co-occurrence number between two nodes. The dataset is analysed through a lexical extraction of the title and abstract from the selected papers, which supply key information on the most co-common topics. Data collection was carried out using keywords including various synonyms and combinations of the concept. A systematic search in the WoS database (main keywords: agricultural intensification OR land use intensity OR agricultural intensity), combined with others [sustainability OR ecosystem services OR land use modelling (Table 1); Timespan: 1975-2014; Search language: English], yielded 7865 publications that were retrieved and imported as a corpus to the CorText Manager Software for data analysis.

The resulting map based on a keywords analysis identified the most relevant terms, the dynamics across the links and nodes, the interactions between them and the distribution along with their weight.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Selection of keywords for retrieval of papers.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Farming system intensity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cropping system intensity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Land system intensity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Farming system dynamics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Land use intensity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agricultural intensity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Periurban areas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mediterranean areas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ecosystem services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Landscape services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sustainability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indicators</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Land use modelling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urban expansion</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Cluster analysis highlighted the aggregation of the most frequently used terms. Nodes and links between clusters captured the information flows between those aggregations (IFRIS, 2014).

Selection of papers for the full-text analysis

Publications were included in the selection if they provided enough evidence on the way of leading the AI within our context. Firstly, a filter was applied on approximately 300 publications by screening the title and abstract, and secondly by full text on around 160, thus yielding the final selection.

The study was based on the concept that agricultural intensity is defined as the result of farming practices at any given time, and intensification is considered as the total process rather than one condition at any particular time. We filtered the publications that met the following criteria: the relevant scientific disciplines (studies related to landscape agronomy, landscape planning and land use science); the presence of a quantitative approach (studies had to quantify the changes in agricultural land use or the indicator values); assessments of ecosystem services (studies had to quantify the land use intensity as a proxy for the assessment of ecosystem services delivered by agricultural systems); and the spatial level of the analysis (analyses beyond the field gate, so from the farm level to a global level).

The selection for the full-text analysis resulted in a final corpus of 105 papers.

Full-text analysis

From our 105 papers sample, the items searched for were: i) the case study location and the spatial level of the analysis; ii) the methods applied and the presence of thresholds in the evaluation of the sustainability of AI/LUI. We also collected data on the ecosystem services, the farming systems or land uses in which AI was analysed and the indicators taken into consideration. The set of variables (ecosystem services, farming systems and indicators) were coded and consisted of binary and discrete variables within the database. These variables were calculated through frequency and descriptive analyses and points of significance for both ecosystem services and indicators at different scales. Statistical methods enhanced the understanding of the data and were used for comparisons.

We first hypothesised that there are several indicators driving the AI that depend on initial conditions, such as geographical context and farming system (Rounsevell et al., 2003; Geiger et al., 2010; Overmars et al., 2014). Based on the literature reviewed, we further hypothesised that AI needs to be measured with several indicators, since a single indicator is not able to assess AI (e.g., nitrogen or pesticides applications (Herzog et al., 2006; Overmars et al., 2014); ratio of livestock numbers (computed as livestock units) (Rounsevell et al., 2005); net primary production (Erb et al., 2009; Krausmann et al., 2012)).

We also wanted to define sustainability thresholds on the specific indicators under any context (Paracchini et al., 2011). On the other hand, we relied on the premise that an intensive system or cropland, which, in turn, is explicitly managed to maintain other ecosystem services, may be able to support a broader portfolio (Foley, 2005; Bommarco et al., 2013).

Results

Bibliometric research

The semantic maps represent the results of the network analysis, which identified the main topics around AI. They are composed of clusters, which represent the most different co-occurrence topics regarding AI. The most frequent topics are those related to land use intensity (yellow cluster) and those on land use change and climate change (red cluster). In fact, according to Figure 2, the most frequent are represented by the bigger dimension of the cluster because of the dimension of the circles is proportional to the number of retrievals and nodes are linked according to different types of proximity (measure: chi-squared test).

The publications found in these clusters marginally tackle the question of the sustainability of the intensification of farming systems and the importance of analysing it from a regional approach. Other smaller clusters are more specific (e.g., biodiversity or soil loss), but supply quantitative information on intensity indicators and intensification in terms of particular ecosystem services (Figure 2).

Thus, an overview of the research field was obtained. The over-time analysis (Figure 3) was of particular interest in revealing the different applications of AI over the last few decades knowing when the most frequent topics were used. Unlike the previous it was only analysed with the co-occurrence of the terms, in this analysis both years and terms were taken into consideration resulting a mapping of co-occurrence of the main common topics placed in terms of time (from 1975 to 2014).

In fact, between 1996 and 2007, research in this field was related to a greater proportion of topics such as changes in land use, the sustainable development of farming systems, and soil and water quality. Between 2010 and 2014, the density of nodes and links is less on issues related to land use, land cover or land use intensity as proxies to measure AI, whereas the main ecosystem services are linked to soil and water quality. These are therefore the emerging research areas, and underline the permanence over time of the interest in water and soil resources.

In depth analysis on full-text papers

Of the 105 selected papers, 50 were reviews and 55 were research articles containing 225 case studies distributed across all continents. The European Union constituted 33% of these studies and applied case study.
ies (77%), while the rest focused on Asia, the Philippines, Africa, South America and the USA. In the European papers, the case studies represented in the sample were highly distributed in Germany (8%), UK (8%) and Netherlands (7%) followed in a lower tendency by Mediterranean case studies like Spain (7%), France (6%) and Italy (6%). The low number of cases may be influenced by the lower degree of intensive farming in south-eastern Europe (Caraveli, 2000). The case studies are mostly located at continental, national or administrative levels. Very few apply to agro-ecoregions or natural regions and none of them concerned the Mediterranean basin at this level, whereas Mediterranean case studies are mainly targeted at national (Caraveli, 2000) or very local levels (Serra et al., 2008; Salvati and Tombolini, 2013).

Studying past dynamics to predict future trends of agricultural intensification

Several analyses describing the global trends in production yields have been carried out on AI (Matson, 1997; Cassman, 1999; Rudel et al., 2009). There is increasing interest in quantifying agricultural inputs related to land productivity at a local scale, considering variables that can be easily retrieved from interviews with farmer (Herzog et al., 2006; Reidsma et al., 2006; Armengot et al., 2011; Dietrich et al., 2012; Gaudino et al., 2014). Many studies have explored the statistical relationships between crop yield and land use (Rudel et al., 2009; Ewers et al., 2009) and in the last few years there has been an increasing interest in predicting future changes in land-use intensity (Lambin et al., 2000). Using a scenario analysis, a dynamic and spatially explicit land-use change model was presented for the analysis of land use in small regions at a fine spatial resolution (Verburg et al., 2002; Lima et al., 2011). Modelling techniques have been developed for predicting future land use, thus supporting decision-making on important issues such as climate variability (Rounsevell et al., 2003; Rounsevell et al., 2005; Audsley et al., 2006). Several studies (Table 2) have used such models to spatially and explicitly quantify the trade-off between productivity, cropland use and intensity of land use (Ewers et al., 2009; Barreto, 2013). Recently, a quantitative method called Intensity Analysis has been used to characterise patterns of change at different levels and over several time intervals, and to explore the processes and drivers of change (Aldwaik and Pontius, 2012; Huang et al., 2012).

Few indicator thresholds of agricultural intensification

Each indicator performs differently according to the geographical/environmental/socio/economic contexts in which it is measured. Defining a threshold maximises the benefits obtained from a given parcel of land in a sustainable way over a long period of time (Paracchini et al., 2011). Thresholds also reveal the spatial variability, or whether a system is sustainable in any context. In our review sample there are few papers where thresholds are defined (13%), including thresholds always using the same indicators. Some studies propose future scenarios with intensity thresholds based on nitrogen input, as was the case of Temme and Verburg (2011). They defined low intensity as being from 0 to 100 kg-N input/ha, medium intensity up to 250 kg-N input/ha, and high intensity higher than 250 kg N-input/ha. Similarly,
nitrogen input rates were classified into three classes: low (<50 kg/ha), medium (50-150 kg/ha) and high (>150 kg/ha), based on the relevance for biodiversity (Overmars et al., 2014). Others have defined thresholds based on spent inputs per ha, defining intensive systems as above 250 €/ha (Reidsma et al., 2006) or 350 €/ha of inputs (Audsley et al., 2006). From these works, able to assess whether an indicator increased or decreased over time or if it has different values at different locations, but considering our sample of case studies, we would not able to ascertain whether a farming system was sustainable or not.

The relationship between agricultural intensity and ecosystem services

In our sample, an average of three indicators is used to evaluate the intensity of a given agricultural area. Often, the total nitrogen input is used as an indicator to ensure a strong link to biodiversity (Temme and Verburg, 2011). This was also confirmed in our sample where a larger number of indicators is used directly on one or a few specific ecosystem services. The studies are also not focused on assessing multiple ecosystem services and most are targeted on a low range of such services (Figure 4A). We found that the ecosystem services considered in 44% of our sample are only analysed in cropland systems, which in many cases means an intensive monoculture (Figure 4B). Furthermore, in others cases (16% of the studies), they are analysed globally on land without specifically defining the targeted system of assessment (Verburg et al., 2002; Niedertscheider and Erb, 2014). Many studies do not consider the large diversity of other crops or other kinds of farming systems that are also critically important sources of food (Stoate et al., 2009). For instance, Temme and Verburg (2011) proposed combining European databases to build land-use intensity maps using separate methodologies for arable land and grassland. A few papers analyse AI in more complex agricultural systems or heterogeneous/mix farming systems in local areas (Figure 4B).

The assessment of agricultural intensity is made at different levels

The results show a weak trend in the spatial context of the AI changes, as these dynamics are driven by a wide range of indicators operating at different scales (Letourneau et al., 2012). Figure 5A shows the relation between the scale at which an analysis is conducted and the number of indicators used. There were no significant differences between indicator frequencies and study scale. We were also not able to find a clear trend for the indicators used in a specific spatial scale.
Significant differences were found in the frequency of ecosystem services, which yielded clearer trends among study scales. They are more prevalent in studies whose analysis is conducted at a continent level or at different levels and conversely, less prevalent in studies at national and regional levels (Figure 5B).

Common indicators of agricultural intensity

The indicators identified in each paper and their relations with AI or LUI provide insights into farming management at different levels (Table 3). Most indicators do not act independently and vary depending on the geographical site, spatial scale, and land use, and their influence changes in different conditions (van Vliet et al., 2015). Based on our sample results, the most commonly used indicators are related to nitrogen fertilisers and the measurement of crop yields (kg/ha or €/ha) (both are used in 18% of papers). All these indicators (Figure 6) are considered as the most important and at the same time they are the

Figure 5. A) Box-plot of number of indicators of agricultural intensity (AI) analysed by scale study (n=105), with Kruskal-Wallis χ² and P-value in brackets. B) Box-plot of number of ecosystem services (related to AI) analysed by scale study (n=105), with Kruskal-Wallis χ² and P-value in brackets. ATS, at different scales; GL, global; CONT: continental; N, national; R, regional; L, local; F, farm; ND, not defined.

Table 3. Indicators of agricultural intensity.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Summary of the identified indicators at agricultural intensity</th>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Discipline</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Herzog et al., 2006; Snapp et al., 2010; Zhang et al., 2012; Gaudino et al., 2014; Jepson et al., 2014</td>
<td>Mineral fertilisers (NPK) Organic fertilisers Pesticides</td>
<td>EU, Greece, China, West Africa</td>
<td>Ecology Agronomy Environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Armengot et al., 2011; Fumagalli et al., 2011; Lu et al., 2012; Erb et al., 2015; Allan et al., 2014; Egorov et al., 2014</td>
<td>Technologies/labour intensity Mechanical weed control regime Mowing frequency (no. of cuts per year)</td>
<td>Italy, Spain, Germany China</td>
<td>Agriculture Plant sciences Geography Ecology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shriar, 2000; Audsley et al., 2006; Teillard et al., 2012; Barretto et al., 2013</td>
<td>Crop yield (kg/ha)/profitability / Tyield per unit land and time</td>
<td>France, UK, Brazil</td>
<td>Environmental science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serra et al., 2008; Chen et al., 2009; Teillard et al., 2012; Ribeiro et al., 2014</td>
<td>↑ Irrigation Lowering water table by drainage</td>
<td>Spain, China, Portugal</td>
<td>Geography Agriculture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laney, 2002; Chen et al., 2009; Nemecek et al., 2011; Erb et al., 2013; Jiang et al., 2013</td>
<td>Cropping frequency for a constant unit of land and time period</td>
<td>Switzerland, China</td>
<td>Geography Agricultural systems Environmental sustainability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laney, 2004; Serra et al., 2008; Schneider et al., 2011; Erb, 2012; Krausmann et al., 2012; Niedertscheider and Erb, 2014</td>
<td>Population HANPP (growth) pressure Spain</td>
<td>EU, Austria, Philippines, Africa, Italy, China</td>
<td>Agriculture, Ecosystems and environment Agriculture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schneider et al., 2011; Aboukis and Pontius, 2012; Huang et al., 2012; Kandziora et al., 2014</td>
<td>Land use change Transitions: loss or gains Reallocation land Land scarcity</td>
<td>USA, China, EU</td>
<td>Geography Ecosystem management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kristensen et al., 2004; Armengot et al., 2011; Tuck et al., 2014</td>
<td>Farmers specialising on one or few (arable) crops instead of mixed farming</td>
<td>Spain, Denmark</td>
<td>Environmental management Agriculture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caraveo, 2000; Petit and Lambin, 2002; Geiger et al., 2010; Erb et al., 2013</td>
<td>Shortening of the fallow cycle Intensive ploughing</td>
<td>Mediterranean countries, Brussels</td>
<td>Economics Geography</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cavéglia-Harris, 2005; Temme and Verburg 2011; Egorov et al., 2014</td>
<td>Cattle grazing or grazing intensity*</td>
<td>Brazilian, EU</td>
<td>Economy Environment Ecology</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

HANPP: the Human appropriation of net primary production. *Livestock units per days of grazing ha⁻¹ year⁻¹.
easiest to measure both at the farm, continental and global scales. Socio-economic indicators (5% of papers) were found to a lesser extent, together with those related to regional characteristics such as landscape complexity (2%), or others associated with farm practices such as water management (8%).

Yields have increased considerably due to the use of technologies such as mechanisation in large-scale plots or labour intensity (Lambin and Meyfroidt, 2011). According to Bos et al. (2013), these factors have caused a major shift in agricultural systems. In addition, in the 1990s a structural change led to the generalised substitution of conventional methods with minimum tillage, for instance by replacing the technologies with more chemical inputs. In arable crop farms in Spain (Moreno Pérez and Ortiz, 2008) this led to a reduction in farm work at the expense of an increase in the use of herbicides (Herranz et al., 2006; Prette, 2008; Tittonell and Giller, 2013).

Monoculture systems with high levels of pesticides per ha and a specialisation of crops, resulted in a high homogeneity of the landscape (Matson, 1997; Kristensen et al., 2004; Tschernke et al., 2005; Reidsma et al., 2006; Serra et al., 2008), and showed evidence of high intensity (Caraveli, 2000). However, the assumption that large farms or the increase in farm size indicates a higher intensity of agricultural management has not yet been confirmed (Herranz et al., 2006; Schneider et al., 2011). Thus pesticide inputs are frequently used as significant indicators due to the negative effects and uncontrollable application (Tilman et al., 2002; Foley, 2005; Geiger et al., 2010; Rounsevell et al., 2012; Teillard et al., 2012; Gaudino et al., 2014).

Regardless of other agricultural land uses, grassland is one of the dominant forms of land use covering 80 million hectares or 22% of the EU-25 land area, and thus requires special attention in terms of management (Stoate et al., 2009). The influence of indicators in grassland and livestock farms (Caviglia-Harris, 2005; Bos et al., 2013) is different and in some cases, as in Italy, it has resulted in less intensive levels than arable systems (Gaudino et al., 2014). The most common indicators are cattle grazing or grazing intensity (livestock units per day of grazing per ha and year) and the ratio of livestock heads, which also linked to concentrated food for cattle (Temme and Verburg, 2011; Teillard et al., 2012; Allan et al., 2014). At the global level, changes in the agricultural economy and trade, driven by population and economic growth, have led to the expansion and intensification of cultivated and grazing areas, in order to meet the demand for various land-based commodities (Letourneau et al., 2012).

As highlighted by Verburg et al. (2002), in smaller regions, intensively cultivated arable lands are often situated at a limited distance from villages, whereas more extensively managed grasslands are found further away. In these cases, the intensity in heterogeneous systems around cities is measured through other types of indicators, such as land scarcity (Schneider et al., 2011), population growth (DeFries et al., 2004; Hazell and Wood, 2008; Letourneau et al., 2012; Jiang et al., 2013) and labour intensity influenced by the number of smallholders. Intensification is thus increasingly related to agricultural land changes due to population dynamics in periurban areas (Ewert et al., 2008; Rounsevell et al., 2012), yield increases due to several inputs and market opportunities (Letourneau et al., 2012), and land abandonment (Rey Benayas et al., 2007).

Figure 7 shows a two-dimensional hierarchical cluster analysis analysing the set of indicators identified in each paper, organised according to similarity in indicator composition (horizontal dendrogram). In turn, the indicators are distributed according to their prevalence in the paper samples (vertical dendrogram). Colours indicate a minimum (white) to maximum (black) abundance of indicators indicating the presence in papers. Clearly, the indicator that differed the most was nitrogen fertiliser, as well as being the most frequent, followed by crop yield (kg/ha), technologies and pesticides. They turned out to be more different than the use of organic fertilisers such as manure.

Discussion and conclusions

We have presented a review of the indicators of AI, based on a sample of papers published in international databases (1975-2014) that dealt with AI from farmland to global levels. Wide differences were found on how to address this phenomenon. Despite several methods for measuring AI and sustainability, our review revealed some important research gaps:

- The farming systems or land use systems analysed in agricultural intensity oriented studies.

We observed that the analysis of agricultural intensification/intensity is conducted on large-scale land use or crop land, in particular monocultural crop systems, whereas there is a lack of studies focused on more complex and heterogeneous systems, e.g., polycultural systems or periurban farming systems. This gap is also reflected by the level of analysis at which these studies are generally performed: global and farm scales are the most common, missing out local and regional studies. These kinds of regional and territorial studies are less easy to perform because of the need for data and methods, as underlined by Benoit et al. (2012) or Boiffin et al. (2014). The methods needed are linked to the upscaling of field/plot research on ecosystem services provided by different agricultural practices (Kragt and Robertson, 2014; Nieto-Romero et al., 2014) and are affected by the difficult assessment of the spatial distribution of cropping and farming systems at a regional level (Leenhardt et al., 2010).

- Geographical distribution of the case studies.

We highlighted that the study of agricultural intensity or intensification in Mediterranean agricultural systems is not being sufficiently addressed. Most research is based on central/northern Europe, whereas the Mediterranean environment would be an interesting case study due to its diversity and also its vulnerability due to the biophysical, climatic and structural conditions (Caraveli, 2000). In recent decades, a major driver of land use changes in these areas has been urban sprawl, i.e., low-density expansion of large urban areas mainly into the surrounding agricultural or natural areas (EEA, 2006). These areas characterised by extensive systems are, however, threatened by the changes in the intensity of farming (Caraveli, 2000; Stoate et al., 2001).

- Indicators and thresholds used to assess agricultural intensity.

Indicators are driven differently according to the context and the

Figure 6. Overview of identified indicators of agricultural intensity in the selected papers (n=105).
location in which they are measured. It would therefore be useful to include a larger number of case studies across different regions in order to assess a broader range (Rousevell et al., 2012). The studies we sampled show the importance of a major focus on the spatial context in land use intensity changes, as such changes are driven by a wide range of indicators operating at different scales (Letourneau et al., 2012). Although some studies discuss these approaches, and despite the importance of local studies on farming systems and environmental changes, the rate and magnitude of agricultural intensification have been quantified globally so that, the final outcome in these challenges is not enough.

Because a few thresholds have been defined in the literature, we are able to measure the variability of intensity indicators in a given area or for a given time span per area unit, but this is not enough to measure how intensive or sustainable a system is. To overcome this problem, some authors (Castoldi and Bechini, 2010) proposed defining thresholds with local stakeholders in order to take into account the local preferences for a given ecosystem service or a given indicator.

It is clear that because of the increasing world population, we must continue to increase agricultural production (Bommarco et al., 2013) and therefore we need to understand how and under which conditions agro-ecosystems are altered by agriculture (Matson, 1997; Snapp et al., 2010). Regional and territorial case studies on complex agricultural systems could offer a solution to increasing our knowledge on how to measure and assess agricultural intensity. More multi-scale trials linking the plot/field with the territorial levels should be provided in order to evaluate the introduction of innovative and sustainable farming systems. A meta-analysis on case study results would support a further generalisation of local research findings. Finally, the social acceptability of AI or LUI should be tested with local stakeholders.
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